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The question is do people who are witnessing the billions of dollars going into human 

trafficking and adrenochrome production and distribution and the statistics in terms of people 

made disabled by the vax understand this is part of an OVERALL HUMAN GENETIC 

REVOLUTION INVOLVING TORTURE, MURDER, TOTALITARIAN GLOBAL 

CONTROL AND POPULATION CULLING EFFORT BY A CERTAIN group of 

psychopaths with a very calculated agenda?  The roll out of digital currency will simply 

solidify their dominion over you.  We the awakened are faced with massive numbers of 

unenlightened VICTIMS in our midst that have already condemned themselves to a life of 

slavery, half-life, servitude and torture.  Even if you stop the VAX booster mainlining by a 

substantial portion of the population tomorrow the damage to those as Ed Dowd’s statistics 

clearly show is done.  While inside the underground cities supposedly we are told, by those in 

the Secret Space Program that MEDBEDS could reverse all of this the liklihood that they will 

reach TOPSIDE anytime in the next embattled 7 years is miniscule.  We battle the portion of 

the human family that has already gone underground and off planet for the right to exist and 

gain access to the technologies and solutions which would make life worth living for those 

billions that made the wrong choice and probably don’t have the brain power to change 

anytime soon enough to make a difference. 

You need to ask yourself and the representatives of the white hats and Trump whether they 

have made a deal with those in charge of the Secret Space Program and its assets and military 

might and off planet tech.  Because this is where the rubber meets the road in terms of the 

future of humanity.  At this point the destiny of humanity hangs in that balance.  Although 

the majority of the surface dwellers appear to have no idea about this reality even though it 

stands in their way of freedom and redemption for our species. 

People are so busy pretending that Secret Space and our dealings with off and hidden on 

planet and intradimensionals are figments of our imaginations that they waste their precious 

time and resources denying this reality even in the face of their demise.  While people like 

Musk successfully mislead people on surface Earth into believing in useless out-of-date 

technologies the hidden underground/undersea bases roll along using energy from the 

vacuum and real Tesla tech proven decades ago to eliminate the need for sickness, poverty 

and scarcity of any kind.  One wonders at that terrible dichotomy that exists just a few miles 

below our feet.  One group of humanity thrives while the other is embattled with the entire 

deception which is life on surface Earth with FAKE WARS, FAKE GOVERNMENTS, 

FALSE RELIGIOUS OPOIDS AND NON-STOP MEDIA DECEPTION…battling for the 

remaining scraps of food, water and air still available for the moment but for how long? 

While humans on the surface argue about whether aliens are real and think the Earth is flat 

our brothers travel untold distances to the stars, galaxies and terraform other planets.  Slave 

ships enter Earth through portals and gather up the children and humans displaced by war and 

starvation perpetuating the dynamic of humans slave colonies onto other worlds.  While 

satanic elite run a rampant slave trade and murder of children nonstop with the help of the 

CIA, FBI, law enforcement and governments around the world who holding their hands out 

to be included on the dole. 



The white hats play a game of cat and mouse with those in positions of power.  Making deals 

with mafia heads and theoretically searching for those within the secret gov and secret space 

program and the families in Basel Switzerland who still hold the keys to the financial systems 

of this world… sequestered and dominated by some unseen hidden hand or alien race that 

hides off planet and orchestrates the timing of the takeover of Planet Earth.  The ones with 

the biggest guns win according to white hat Juan O Savin who himself wears a disguise to 

hide his true identity not from those in the know…who know exactly who he is but from the 

people who for some reason pose a threat to his ability to operate in the shadows one 

presumes. While Trump plays the embattled “candidate” while ruling in secret as President 

and Commander-in-chief allowing the Chinese to perpetrate a CCP led Biden show for the 

benefit or detriment of the American people as a distraction and ultimately place to lay blame 

for the destruction and exposure of the deep state while the real secret state continues 

undeterred and unacknowledged. 

They built our space program on the backs of the sweat and tears of the surface 

dwellers…It’s time we take back that which is our own. 

Addendum:   … the idea here is that ALL THE PROBLEMS on surface Earth could be solved 

by the tech already in use by the secret space program that is operating BENEATH OUR 

FEET in underground cities and bases around the world. JFKjr (our VP) and Trump will 

need to negotiate with that rogue civilization which are our brothers and sisters, in order to 

FREE UP the tech and bring it to the surface. People need to become aware of this in order 

to demand that such negotiations take place on our behalf. If left to their own devices there is 

no guarantee the White Hats will be successful in this. What they need is the WILL OF THE 

PEOPLE BEHIND THEM to make this happen. 
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